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Above
Fact

Someone’s playing dice with my bones. I’d say
I’m all sixes and sevens, but it’s hard to tell with all
the commotion.

It started with that old feeling and just grew.
Maybe a spell cast from that bag of old black
magic.

Or a black bag of that magic. Who cares?
What’s important is that ache, that twinge like it
was going to rain from here to forever.

(Only thing is, it didn’t rain. The only thing
that wet my face was that feeling of rain.)

But who cares about the color of magic when
everything’s a jumble? 

Tell me when I come up snake eyes.
Remember: Eyes, not tongue. Tell me when I pass
to the next gambler. Maybe I’ll be lucky then.

Close your eyes and breathe. Let it roll.
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Recipe
for Disaster

Is this the one with too much salt? Or was it
too much metal shavings?

Having it come out right is crucial. There’s no
room for error.

If error enters, something else must leave. Two
objects occupying the same space would be push-
ing it.

Unless that arrangement were considered
cozy. In that case, error enters, gets closer, closer,
tries to squeeze in, keeps deflecting all talk on
what it might be up to. . .



Holding
Pattern

The cylinder loose way above the clouds.
What goes up? It must. Keep up.

No fences or leashes in that realm. There.
Above. If anything, it runs free. That’s it. Free ride.

If only it goes up as it should come down.
Down as it follows up. Down right. Up right.

Take off the landing and what do you get?
Embarrassed, or turned to on. On mark. Ride on.

Against the fear of height, the fright of falling.
Hand in hand. Free fall. For keeps.

And here a foot presses on, right up against
the horizon.
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Sequestered
Alliances

Which of these statements warrants further
investigation?

The black pen lays perpendicular to the key-
board on the desk.

After much effort he managed to walk every-
where backwards without crashing into anything.

There are usually nine pigeons on the roof.
Today, there’s ten.

The broccoli in last night’s curry was, in a
previous life, a squirrel that had gnawed its way
into a friend’s attic.

If the water was so calm, how come nothing
could be seen more than an arm’s reach under
water?

Of course, outside the window there’s anoth-
er, wider world. In this case, there’s some relief it’s
never been caught looking in.
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Petal to
the Metal

Aluminum’s jealous of lead. The malleability.
The heaviness. 

But then gold’s envious of aluminum. It’s
almost everywhere, nearly as common as flies.
Gold wants to be held by the many, not the few.

(But we won’t venture onto an analysis of
gold’s leanings to satyriasis.)

Will gold and lead ally against aluminum? The
dross and the pure, as it were. 

Is this a modern fairy tale (or alchemist’s wet
dream) or what? Lead knocking on gold’s door,
bearing chocolates. . . Gold answering the door,
arms full of flowers. . .



Leading
the Way

The wind moved among the trees like some
child playing peek-a-boo.

The kid stood behind one tree and only dart-
ed behind another when all was clear, like a crim-
inal on the lam.

The fugitive took great pains to survey the
whole scene, looking front and back and right and
left before making a move, as a hawk would,
scouring a field for a mouse.

The bird of prey, ever alert, swiftly dove, for-
saking the drafts bent skyward as they struck the
meadow’s forested edge.
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